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Cavalier Treatment
A C o lu m n b y L e e S p e th

From the W hite House to Olym pus
On July, 2, 1881, President James A. Garfield was shot at
close range by Charles Guiteau at a Washington rail station.
He lingered painfully and died on September 19, the second
American head of state to be killed by an assassin. Alas, it
is to us his chief distinction. His administration was too brief
to more than ripple American history. His shadow does rest
somewhat upon me, for his widow ended her days in South
Pasadena not far from where I live. Garfield Avenue is a
main thoroughfare near my home and when I was a child
every neighbor kid not in Catholic education was going to
Garfield School. But this scarcely equals the Lincoln Memorial
or Kennedy Airport.
For most Americans, if they think of him at all, he is
one of a string of more or less featureless Union officers who
achieved political eminence (and, occasionally, the presidency)
in the post-Civil War era. But, of course, it was not so to
his contemporaries. There was anger and lamentation and
one lament took a remarkable form and exists today in print,
though how available it is I cannot speculate.
The Sage of Mentor is a little green antique book stamped
with black and gold, published by Ottaway & Co. of Chicago
in the year of the shooting. Its author, who offers no identity
but “The Unknown-’, aiming to immortalize the fallen leader
in a durable if anachronistic fashion, produced a five-canto
mythological poem, with measured lines and archaic diction,
its theme being the career, death, judgment and apotheosis of
James Abram Garfield, the “Sage of Mentor-’ (from Garfield’s
manor farm at Mentor, Ohio, the “Western White House” of
its day).
Wo watch the deities cluster in the underworld, we hear of
the Sage's fame (including a precise account of how he went
to Thomas's relief at Chickamauga), his death is proclaimed
with shudders and he is brought before Pluto. His accusers
(of whom more anon) attem pt to sully his fame only to be
contemptuously rebuked by the Dread Lord and the fallen
President is admitted to “the fifth degree of light,/ Where
argent skies encompass the fair plain; ... There, illumined,
live! ”
The poem is made up of six-line stanzas, mostly in iam
bic pentameter with an a-b-a-b-c-c rhyme scheme. The lines
generally scan (with the help of archaic compressions like “th’
abyss--) and I think the mood of the piece works. Nothing,
however, can brake the Unknown’s inevitable plunges to mere
moralism: "All factious feuds went down or feebler grew,/
Before the man who only DUTY knew.”
The book's chief interest to readers of this journal will
lie in the use the poet makes of mythology in an age when
American literature largely ignored the subject. Here my heart
goes out to The Unknown, who loved not wisely but too well.
His gods and monsters really have some life, more, alas, than

his Garfield, displayed for the ages with copybook perfections.
The poet’s chief influence is clearly Milton, with echoes of
Pope's translations of Homer (especially in the couplets) and,
probably, Dante. His underworld is a delightful smorgasbord
of gods and creatures plundered with a free hand from the
mythologies of the Old World. Thoth is there and Hermes and
Siva. Eros is apparently, for some reason, a god of the dead.
“Bramah’s hand/ Fashioned the world and motion planned.”
There are three Fates, but they bear the personal names of
the Furies and Tisiphone rhymes with “groan”. Loki is expiat
ing “the foulest crime, by Ate urg’d ,/ Since the First Fall by
Heaven's host was dirged.”
I take The Unknown to have been a Mason and a Unitarian.
The first because of his idea of Heaven, where one ascends
by “degrees”. “By patient labor each conditions earned:/
He dwells the higher who the most hath learned” (emphasis
mine). The second because he never refers to Christ; Garfield
is praised for believing in God and in virtue but never for his
Campbellite Christianity. “Twixt God and the soul there is
no pact,” writes The Unknown and I doubt that a nineteenth
century American Christian would have written that.
One oddity is the absence of reference to Lincoln; it is the
Garfield shooting that is ranked as the nation’s highest tragedy
and the eulogist apparently decided to admit no competitors
for the title.
I have said that at the end a series of accusers appear before
Pluto attempting denigration of the Martyr and two deserve
special notice, for they show us, disturbingly, the villains of
that age. A “dubious shape” addresses the god and I quote
him in full:
“From Utah's basin’d lake/ I come, my just petition to
renew,/ That though new laws for mortals mayest make,/
Protecting us; our true religion save;/ And our sure way to fur
ther power pave.// Our people, gather’d from remotest place
-/ Wherever ignorance and vice most dwell,-/ Are taught, by
our just precept, to embrace/ The doctrines that prevail with
thee in Hell./ For many years, in far America,/ None have
restrained us, none have barr’d our w ay.// But this late ruler,
scorning precedent,/ Gave to our elders words of base import;/
Denied our laws; and his great office lent/ To try our practices
in civil courts! / This his offense; and had he longer lived,/ The
Book of Mormon had not long survived.” Toleration is a fragile
thing and we gentiles who are used to seeing the Osmonds on
TV and the churches of the Latter-day Saints in our neighbor
hoods may have forgotten the rancorous hatred that filled the
midwest a century ago and let blood. We need to be reminded
now and then lest it creep back upon us unawares.
Then up starts an accuser from China. The poet refers to
him as from the “Occident”, registering an interesting midwest
view out across California to the Pacific horizon. Garfield, as a
Congressman, had attempted to restrict Chinese immigration
and a “Shadow quaintly gown’d” arguing that “America for
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Chinamen was meant" denounces the Sage for thus forestalling
their "swarms". This, I think, requires no comment. Turn
them to Vietnamese or Latins and it could be written now.
At the end of the poem, the meter changes to a kind of
chant, first of imprecation, then of mercy toward Guiteau the
slayer. The nation went ahead and hanged him, though a
modern jury would probably recognize Guiteau as psychotic.
Something in the whole affair made for poetic effort and
Guiteau himself recited a deranged and dreadful elegy upon
the scaffold:
"Glory hallelujah! Glory hallelujah!
I am going to the Lord.
I saved my party and my land,
Glory hallelujah!
But they have murdered me for it,
And that is the reason I am going to the Lordy.. . ”
Poor noddy, they did murder him for it. But he hadn't saved
anything.
Oddly, the reason blistering in Guiteau’s mind, the mo
t i ve behind the shooting, was never mentioned in The Sage
of Mentor. It was ‘‘spoils", the old custom of handing out
federal jobs to political hacks regardless of merit. Garfield was
embracing reform: Guiteau was a thwarted job applicant who

had championed his election. Party factions are not the stuff
of monumental poetry and the whole matter was ignored by
The Unknown. He had immortal longings in him.
I trust this poem will be kept, by collectors and museums,
as a memento of its time and as an odd little example of an
attempt to revive mythological themes in serious literature.
The attempt failed; he brought no leaven of original fantasy
to the old materials, the times themselves were unpropitious
to such literature, and it is hard to mythologize events like
the Republican Convention of 1880, as The Unknown tried
in Canto III. But for those of us with a passion for history,
it is a reminder that what are “minor events” to us struck
contemporaries as earth-shakingly significant. Obscured and
overshadowed, Garfield was a man with a life and loves and we
need to remember that. The fortitude with which he bore his
last suffering was heroic and it’s good to be reminded that he
was mourned.
“‘Twas finished; and a silence fell once more
On the stupendous scene; and then was heard
A chorus of sweet harmonies; the door,
Gemm’d with a starry nimbus, at a word
Spoken by th ’ Invisible, wide opening,
The Sage of Mentor passed with phantom wing.”
I hope it was so.
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Such is the warmth with which both the ancients
and moderns speak of this divine principle of the
art [i.e., inspiration]; but, as I have formerly ob
served, enthusiastic admiration seldom promotes
knowledge. Though a student by such praise
may have his attention roused, and a desire ex
cited of running in this great career, yet it is
possible that what has been said to excite may
only serve to deter him. He examines his own
mind, and perceives there nothing of that divine
inspiration with which he is told so many others
have been favored. He never travelled to heaven
to gather new ideas; and he finds himself pos
sessed of no other qualification than what mere
common observation and a plain understanding
can confer. Thus he becomes gloomy amid the
splendor of figurative declamation, and thinks it
hopeless to pursue an object he supposes out of
the reach of human industry. (Reynolds, Third
Discourse)
Idea, form, and the desire to communicate: these three are
the means by which creativity works. An awareness of their
functions assists the Sub-creator in ordering his creation, and
acquiring the patience needed for mythopoesis.
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